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An agile based software development approach offers many 

advantages of an iterative and fast-paced process. However, 

customers often find themselves at crossroads when it 

comes to choosing a specific adoption path. Organizational 

culture and mindset are critical to the success of distributed 

agile projects. Enterprises need the right partner who can 

address all of these and deliver projects efficiently.

Mindtree has a decade of experience in executing 

more than 100 agile projects in both onsite and 

offshore models. 

Our best practices and governance models foster 

communication, coordination and collaboration amongst 

distributed teams. We collaborate with our customers 

to understand their past experience in implementing 

evolutionary methodologies and tools. Our focus on shorter 

delivery cycles mitigates risk and provides early corrective 

actions to meet release timelines.

Our approach is based on industry standard agile 

methodologies with a good balance of engineering and 

project management practices. 

AGILE PROCESS OVERVIEW

   Understand scope

   Plan

   Estimate

   Review

    

   Understand requirements

   Create user story

   Assess complexity

   Define criteria

    

   Setup team

   Setup infra

   Assess feasibility

   Define arch

   Decide apllicability

    

   Define goals

   Estimate story

   Plan & monitor

   Release

    

   Decide sprint goal

   Update design doc

   Detail task breakup

   Update estimates

    

   Schedule review

   Demo and discuss

   Check feasibility

   Update plan

    

   What went well?

   What could be better?

   Action plan

Sprint Execution                                                     Sprint Review                                                      Sprint Retrospective

Project Planning Product Backlog Planning Sprint 0  Release Planning



Our expertise 
  Superior code quality that contributes to high  

maintainability, adaptability and extensibility of software
  Customized offerings for varied requirements
  Risk mitigation through practices such as continuous

     integration, configuration management and testing
  Predictability and visibility through centralized 

configuration management, frequent deliveries 

 and early risk identification and mitigation

Key differentiator
 A light-weight, metrics-driven process to assess 

the maturity of agile projects and identify the areas 

of improvement
 The right set of tools and platforms for distributed 

development and implementation of appropriate 

metrics to measure the progress of projects
 Collaborative governance to facilitate timely 

decisions and support actions to distributed teams
 Assessments and coaching to enhance agility 

in teams
 Agile Center of Excellence (CoE) to facilitate access 

to the latest developments and best practices
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About Mindtree
Mindtree is a global information technology solutions company with revenues of over USD 400 million. Our team of 11,000 experts engineer 

meaningful technology solutions to help businesses and societies flourish. We enable our customers achieve competitive advantage through 

flexible and global delivery models, agile methodologies and expert frameworks.
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Client testimonials
“It was a pleasant experience to work 

together with Mindtree. They have a 

good understanding of the tools and 

the processes it needs to support. 

They are flexible and adapted well to 

our working culture. They have an eye 

for quality…”

- Team Manager 

(Engineering and Support)

“I want to thank the Mindtree team 

for all the hard work they have put in 

testing and validating our builds. 

Their persistence in quality and the 

great effort has reduced the calls to 

Customer Care and the NoC. 

Your hard work has ensured that we 

are providing a pleasant experience 

to more customers – internal 

and external…”

- Head (Testing)


